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WHAT IS A PORTFOLIO SHOOT?

A modeling portfolio shoot is a photoshoot arranged with a

professional photographer.

A make-up artist and/or stylist could also be involved. 

It is a (digital) CV is used to promote your talents as a model

and ability in front of the camera to potential clients. 

Unlike digitals, a portfolio shoot may contain styling, hair and

make-up and can be a little bit more out of the box but should

still be focussed on showing the skills of the model. 

It depends with what kind of agency you are signed or what

clients you want to attract as freelance model, 

for example a commercial agency/client will expect other

images than a high-fashion agency/client. 
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Your (first) portfolio shoot can be stress-full, but it shouldn't

be, here is a list with tips and tricks to make the process run

smoother.  

- Make a playlist of music that helps you to pose and play it  before

the shoot and/or during 

- Make a moodboard of the type of images you want so you can

communicate this with the photographer.

If there is a make-up/hair artist and/or stylist do the same for them,

the better the communication the better the end result will be.

-  Make a moodboard with inspiration for poses, this can come in

handy when you run out of poses on set. 

- Have a good night-rest before the shoot, you will perform better

when you had enough rest. 

- Always speak up. When you are not feeling an outfit or make-up

look or certain poses make you uncomfortable, always remember

your comfort is a priority and you are boss of your  own body. 

- Your portfolio shoots are ment to book you more jobs, so show up

as the best version of yourself. Make sure your hair is washed, your

nails are clean, your skin is glowing, your outfit is clean and you

are feeling yourself. 

- Take a deep breath, you got this and don't forget to ENJOY. 
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clean nails; no dirt or leftover nail-polish 

washed hair 

shaving is not a must, but if you are not comfortable with
certain body hair remove it the day before to avoid razor bums.

playlist 

moodboard

iron your clothes 

make sure you are not wearing hair ties 

skincare 

body care 

look up beforehand how you will get to to the location 

have the contact information of your team in case something

comes up 

look up the weather when shooting outside

bring a snack for when you get hungry 

bring  water to stay hydrated 

wear nude  lingerie 

wear ancle socks 
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